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                                                        Application Security

                                                        Organizations are embracing modern cloud-native architectures with increasing complexity that is driving the need for automated protection. Imperva Application Security helps them stay one step ahead of the cybercriminals.

                                                        Get more info
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                                                Bot management leader

                        A Leader in Forrester Wave for Bot Management
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                                                WAAP leader

                        Imperva recognized as an 9-time Leader in the GartnerÂ® Magic Quadrantâ„¢ï¸�
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                                                Client satisfaction

                        â€œA powerful solution with great support to stop bot and other attacks.â€�

                                            

                

                    

    



                    

    
                
                                                    
                    

                    

                

                
                    
                                                    
                                
                                    Emerging attacks as applications evolve
                                    Applications help to drive digital transformation but traditional security approaches canâ€™t keep pace with dynamic, multicloud, and hybrid environments and leave you exposed to zero-day threats.                                    
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                            Ever-changing attack surface

                            Application form factor is transforming from on-premises monoliths to multi-cloud microservices and APIs

                            
                        
	
                            Unrelenting criminal ecosystem

                            While web and mobile applications attacks continue, innovative cyberthreats in the supply chain will demand increasingly sophisticated tools

                            
                        
	
                            Protecting without harming performance

                            The challenging balance is to deliver content faster and maximize uptime without allowing attackers to gain access to key business assets

                            
                        
	
                            Unmanageable flood of alerts

                            Security teams have too many tools with too many alerts and a challenge keeping experts on staff

                            
                        
	
                            Pervasive adoption of APIs

                            Not only are APIs growing in volume, they are also evolving just as fastâ€“resulting in an ever-changing attack surface

                            
                        

                                                                
                                                                    

                            

                            
                                

                            

                        

                    

                

                    

    



                    

    
        
            
                                                            Imperva Application Security

                                                                Automated attacks require automated protection. In just under 3 minutes, quickly come to understand how vast the threat landscape is when it comes to protecting your most critical applications and how Imperva continues to lead the way in providing best-in-class security solutions.
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                                Protect from web to internal applications
                                Imperva protects modern and hybrid applications against advanced and multi-vector attacks regardless of where they are running.

                            

                        

                        
                                                                    	
                                                                                    Replace 6+ point security products

                                                                                One unified platform to protect against DDoS, bot, API, client-side, and supply chain attacks

                                    
	
                                                                                    Block with near-zero false positives

                                                                                Over 90% of customers run in blocking mode to automatically protect without sacrifice

                                    
	
                                                                                    Respond faster across the enterprise

                                                                                Adaptive control with hybrid deployments and managed services with threat research resources that extend your team

                                    
	
                                                                                    Deploy anywhere

                                                                                Complete protection for applications regardless of whether they are on-premises, hybrid, or cloud-native

                                    


                    

                

                    

    
                    
    
                
                        
                Protect cloud-native applications at the speed of DevOps
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                            Reduced overhead

Imperva Application Security protects hybrid and modern architectures to reduce risk and lower management costs.
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                            Best-in-class protection

Imperva is a recognized leader in protecting against all attack types, including the OWASP top 10 for automated bots and API abuse.
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                            Automated response

Ensure faster response to incidents without the need for services, support calls, or manual intervention.
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                                Web Application Firewall                                
                                                                        
                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    Overview

Imperva Web Application Firewall (WAF) automatically stops advanced attacks on hybrid and cloud-native environments enabling organizations to protect applications anywhere.
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                                Advanced Bot Protection                                
                                                                        
                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    Overview

Imperva Advanced Bot Protection prevents sophisticated automated attacks against your most valuable business applications without sacrificing business-critical traffic.
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                                Client-Side Protection                                
                                                                        
                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    Overview

Imperva Client-Side Protection identifies risky JavaScript code and detects attempts to exploit it to prevent supply chain fraud from client-side attacks like formjacking, digital skimming, and Magecart.
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                                Runtime Protection                                
                                                                        
                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    Overview

Imperva Runtime Protection applies a positive security model to application runtime environments to protect your applications against software supply chain and zero-day attacks from the inside out.
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                                DDoS Protection                                
                                                                        
                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    Overview

Imperva DDoS Protection secures the entire application layer against potential disruptions, so you can focus on continuous availability to your customers.
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                                API Security                                
                                                                        
                                                                                    
                                                
                                                    Overview

Imperva API Security provides deep discovery of all APIs and sensitive data to enable security teams to establish a positive security model. Finally, security can keep pace with the rapid changes from DevOps.
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                                                After implementing Imperva, deploying countermeasures against advanced threats is now automated without requiring our intervention; we essentially leave things to Imperva.
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                                            See how we can help you secure your web applications and data
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Protect Against Business Logic Abuse

Identify key capabilities to prevent attacks targeting your business logic

Download Now
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The 10th Annual Bad Bot Report

The evolution of malicious automation over the last decade

Download Now
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The State of Security Within eCommerce in 2022

Learn how automated threats and API attacks on retailers are increasing

Free Report
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Prevoty is now part of the Imperva Runtime Protection


	Protection against zero-day attacks

	No tuning, highly-accurate out-of-the-box

	Effective against OWASP top 10 vulnerabilities





Learn more here
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Want to see Imperva in action?
Fill out the form and our experts will be in touch shortly to book your personal demo.
 

                

                
                    
                    

                

            
Thank you!
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An Imperva security specialist will contact you shortly.
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â€œImperva prevented 10,000 attacks in the first 4 hours of Black Friday weekend with no latency to our online customers.â€�
Top 3 US Retailer







                                
                            

                        

                    

                

                


